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INTRODUCTION 
Ten thousand books are published in the United States 
each year. T't•Tel ve hundred bona fide revi e't'lers in all media 
---
review as many of these as they can. One of the chief media 
for reviewing is the ne"'rspaper. T,~enty-two newspapers have 
daily reviews, 1g2 more review books weekly, and three print 
Sunday Book Review Supplements! This study 1.ras undertaken 
to enable us to have a look at the men and women who write 
revie'tvS, and 1rfuo edit the newspaper book pages of America. 
The basis of the study is a questionnaire, mailed to 320 
book editors in different parts of the United States. From 
these, 54 replies were received, or 17 per cent of the total 
number of editors contacted. 
In addition to information received from respondents, 
pertinent information is included that was gleaned from many 
available books and magazine articles. It 1.ras found that many 
books have been v-rri tten about the techniques of revie·Hing and 
literary criticism. Insofar as could be determined, the pub-
lisher-revie'l'rrer relationship is conducted on an informal basis, 
since publishers do not have the necessary funds 't.ri th which 
to carry on any extensive researches in this field. 
- l -
A. DEFINITION OF A REVIEYl 
1'1hen a man sits do1.,-n to 'tvri te some v-rords about a book 
for publication he is either performing the role of a critic 
or of a revie't'.rer. Though the two categories are far from 
being mutually exclusive, this study is primarily concerned 
1.rith revie"t·ring, rather than with higher criticism. The 
distinction is not always easy to draw. John Drewry makes 
the following statement: 
The difference bet"Trreen criticising a book and 
revie\iring it may be stated very simply. If you read a 
book, 1.vri te a summary of its contents, telling the 
ground it vovers, possibly noting the style you have 
w·ri tten a revieH of the book. You have, that is, in-
formed the possible reader as to what is in the book. 
You have done a job of reporting, ana like the reporter, 
you have kept yourself out of the story. If, on the 
other hand, you talk about the book in terms of your 
n o-vm point of view, if you say whether you think the 
book is a good or bad one, giving y~ur reasons for so 
stating, you are v~iting criticism. 
It is well to keep this distinction clearly in mind, 
when doing anrserious writing. 
Helen Haines 3 makes the following distinctions bet-
ween reviews, separating them into three types, thus: 
1. The long descriptive review of the work of a single 
1vri ter. 
2. The notice: from a quarter of a column to two columns 
or more. 
3. Brief comment on each of a number of books grouped 
together. 
2 
Undoubtedly, the first of these allows more space for 
consideration. Apart from the New York Times, the New York 
Herald Tribune, and the Chicago Tribune Magazine of Books, 
a large part of ne,rspaper review1.ng falls into the second and 
third categories. Some notices are no more than what is called 
a "puff direct, 11 merely re-printing a notice which was sent 
out by publishers ~·T~:.. th review copies. The "omnibus" variety 
is a reviewer's very brief opinion of the author's subject. 4 
Timing is an essential factor in book reviewing. 
Ideally, advance copies should reach reviewers four or five 
weeks before publication date, and the review should appear 
at the height of the publicity and advertising campaign. For 
many reasons, as will be seen, this does not always happen. 
Thou6h newspapers provide the ideal medium for a publicity 
campaign, in actual practice, as Miss Haines points out, 
"Newspapers are the most uneven and unsatisfactory sources of 
revie't'lS among the media. 11 5 
B. BBiiF HISTORY OF A FEW BOOK SUPPLE~~NTS 
Although a cornprehensi ve history of book revie"t-Ting is 
not ~dthin the scope of this study, the uriter gives briefly, 
here, the background of reviewing on two or three of the large 
supplements. 6 
Although the Saturday Review is not a supplement, it is 
undoubtedly the major publication in this field today. It was 
set up by the New York Evening Post, in 1920, as the Literary 
3 
Review. This weekly journal reviews nearly all of the im-
portant books. The majority of reviewers for the Saturday 
~ Review are distinguished men in other fields. The magazine's 
far-flung connections make it the ideal medium, and the 
Saturday Review Syndicate makes excellent articles available 
to small newspapers which cannot afford staffs of their o~m. 
Among the major newspapers, the New York Times supple-
ment is the oldest, it having been started in 1g96. It was 
first known as the Times Saturday Review Supplement. In 1911, 
its name was changed to the Sunday Times Book Review Section. 
This supplement contains reviews of from 30 to 60 new books 
a week. It is usually the first choice of small libraries 
\vhich can afford only one periodical per l'Teek. According to 
Iv!iss Haines, 11 'Times 1 reviews are conservative, seldom criti-
cal, and generally favorable, especially toward minor fictioriJ 
The other New York paper which prints reviews exten-
sively is the Herald Tribune. Started in 1924, under Stuart 
Sherman, the section at first ~ms entitled sirnply,"Books." 
Sherman vras succeeded by the present editor of the Tribune, 
Iri ta Van Doren, 1>rho changed the name to the New York Herald 
Tribune Weekly Book Review, in 1943. Now revieldng from 30 
to 4o volumes per week, the Tribune's section developed 
rapidly. Books are reviewed without personal comment, and 
the paper has built up an excellent staff of editors. Mrs. 
Van Doren, meanwhile, has been very active in connection 
4 
• 
• 
'Hi th the 11 Book and Author" luncheons which were established 
in New York in 1937. In 19~9, Isabel Patterson began her 
column entitled 11 Turns 't·rith a Book'-rorm." 
The best kno"im section in the middl.e vrest is the Chicago 
Tribune 11agazine of Books, 'tvhich had its start in 1946. Three 
years earlier, the Chicago Sun Book i'J eek vras founded. 
In Boston, the Evening Transcript did an e::cellent job 
of revie"t<ring until the paper 't>Tas given up in 191.J.1. Today, 
ho1·rever, the Christian Science :Honi tor is Boston's leading 
book review newspaper. It devotes t"'ro full pages to book 
reviews each Thursday. 
C. QUALITIES OF A GOOD REVIEt7ER 
'Nhat are the qualities of a good revie"trer? It is hard 
to define such qualities precisely, but there are several 
on ~mich practically all experts agree. 
Van Doren has made some interesting comments in this 
connection. Stressing human differences in this phase of 
journalism, she says in part: 
ive do, ho1,rever, have standards none of ":vhich, in-
incidently, are violated by ••• revie·w·ers. Per·haps our 
most important demand is fairness. Anu let me explain 
here that I do not mean 't'.rhat is often called impartial-
ity. ~~Then you hear people say that they 't·rant 1 impartial' 
reviews, 'tihat they really mean is that they "t·rant fair 
revie"t>rs, reviews "'rri tten "t•Ji th no axe to grind., 'Hi th no 
undue bias, 1 .• rhether political, historical or personal. 
Once, some time .s.go, Reed Pm>rell, the "'rri tty and distin-
guished Ha.pvard Professor of Constitutional La"t"i, sent me 
a sheet containing a some1-rhat pompous anc1 very dull 
revie1.,r by a "t:vell-knO't'ffi critic. It ,,;as so carefully 
balanced that it succeeded in saying nothing. Professor 
5 
Powell has v.rri tt en across the page: 'Leaning neither to 
partiality on the one hand nor to impartiality-on-the-
other.• The perfect comment. Actually, if you stop to 
think of it, impartiality in book revie~dng is impossible. 
It coulc. be produced only in a vacuum. And a reviewer is .: 
a human being, a part of the world around him •••• Each 
one of necessity bears the mark of its author's person-
ality. For that reason we have al't•rays had signed reviews. 
What do l'le look for in a reviewer? 
First, intellectual integrity. Add to that basic 
requirement those varieties of experience that enrich a 
reviewer's ~~iting background; those qualities of mind 
and personality that make his opinion interesting, as well 
as informed; and those qualities of writing that make the 
expression of his opinion clear, readable, at time lively, 
exciting - even distinguished. Such a reviewer is not 
easily found; such a combination of virtues rarely exists. 
But this is our ideal• anQ more often than you 1d possibly 
believe, we find it. o 
Experts agree that the reviewer should have a lride 
kno-vrledge of the field of the book he is reviewing. He ought 
to be able to malt.e comparisons vri th other works on the 
su")ject. 
He should be~~re of leveling salvos of invective if he 
is unimpressed. Some revievvers have been kno1-m as "killers," 
w.ho review a book merely in order to display their own powers 
of caustic "t-:ri t.9 Accurate reporting is the ideal tovvard i·Jhich 
all should strive.10 Revielvers should never use the review 
as a vehicle to shol'r off their ovm knowledge •11 
Besides follo1rring these important precepts, Mr. Sloane~2 
a publisher, mentions three things an author should learn 
from reading the revievJ of his book. t•Then he effectively 
ansvTers such questions as the folloldng, the reviewer perf cr' me 
6 
a service not only to prospective readers of the book, but 
also to the author himself. In short, the reviewer should 
answer these questions: 13 
1. ~fhat has the author tried to say? 
2. How close does he come to doing what he set out to do? 
3. irlherein, if at all, does he fail to that which he set 
out to do? 
Orville Prescott, in his recent book The Five Dollar 
Gold Piece, has summarized the job of the reviewer: 
They try by their O't·m skill vJi th 'tvords to suggest 
the unique quality which distinguishes one book from all 
other books; to indicate the nature of its technical con-
struction; to identify the outlook on life expressed 
and if that outlook seems particularly misguided, to say 
4o; to judge the book in question in comparison ~nth 
other books of its kind; and in the process of all this 
to 't·Jri t e a brief essay v-rhich 1.vill be interesting and 
·Horth reading whether the book discussed is i·•orth reading 
or not. No wonder, then, that journalistic critics age 
before their time, develop harried expression&, nervous 
tics and duodenal ulcer~, and become violently allergic 
to particular authors.l~ 
D. CHOOSING THE REVIE"1ER 
Since most book editors obviously do not have time to 
revievr each book personally, let alone read all available 
titles, a large number are 'farmed out' to persons in other 
fields, or to other staff members of the ne'tvspaper. 
The selection of reviewers is very important in the 
large supplements. To quote Irita Van Doren again: 
Having chosen the book to be reviev.red, the next 
move is to choose the reviewer, and in that choice often 
lies the secret of a good or bad review. Sometimes the 
proper person occurs to us immediately and if he accepts 
the assignment there is a genuine sense of satisfaction 
in the office, particularly if the reviewer happens to be 
a distinguished person in his field 'tvho reviews only 
rarely. 
But more often the choice is difficult, and some-
times three or four, or, in one recent instance, five 
people have to be tried before the time, the inclination 
and the proper background can be found combined in one 
reviewer. 
During the year we usually call on some three 
hundred people for reviews. A few of them, like Irwin 
Edman and Joseph Wood Krutch, for instance~ have reviewed 
for us since the Book Review started in 1~24. Many others 
have written for us over the years. But we are constantly 
seeking and using new reviewers, so that the total 
picture is never static.l5 
Few papers, indeed, have the resources of the Herald 
Tribune, and they cannot hope to imitate its procedure. In 
fa.ct, the great majority do not have a full-time editor for 
the book section. A member of the staff may have the title 
of book editor, but he must usually sandwich the job in 
among other regular duties. On smaller papers, books are 
16 generally revie"t-red by one or more of the follovring people: 
1. Various members of the staff may write reviews of 
books 't·rhich seem to deserve mention. 
2. The paper may have regular contributors, such as local 
doctors, college professors, or lawyers. 
3. It may use the press syndicates, such as AP, UP or INS. 
4. Occasional contributors. 
v1hen newspapers 't<Tere queried on the subject of how many 
reviews were staff-written, and how many were 1 farmed out,• 
it was learned that only 25 per cent were staff-written. The 
others were done by outsiders.l7 
E. SOME GOOD REVIEVlERS 
Do book reviewers do a good job? There are many 
different opinions on this subject. Some people feel that 
most reviewing is very good, others say that most reviewing 
is poor. The answ·er, of course, lies in the middle. ive have 
good, bad, and indifferent, reviewers and,therefore, good, 
bad, and indifferent, reviews. 
In the course of this study, it was found that many 
authorities singled out reviewers for commendation. These 
h~ve been mentioned below, although, of course, no claim 
is made that such gentlemen exhaust the field. 
Helen Haines1 gment1ons nine outstanding names in the 
field. These include Howard Mumford Jones, Dr. Henry s. 
Canby, Joseph Wood Krutch, F.O.Matthiesson, Clifton Fadiman, 
David Daiches, Albert Guerard, Edmund ~Jilson, Le1-Tis Galan-
tiere, the great author Robert Louis Stevenson, and Paul 
Elmer 1•:Iore. 
19 When publishers and publicity people convened, in 1952, 
they especiall' praised the follo'tdng ne1-vspaper reviewers: 
Carl Victor Little of the Houston Post, Haurice Dolb~er of 
the Providence Journal, John Hutchins and L~Wis Gannet of 
the New York Herald Tribune, Orville Presaott of the New York 
Times, Sterling North of the World Telegram and Sun, Lon 
Tinkle of the Dallas News, Kenneth Rockwell of the Dallas 
9 
Times-Herald, and Joseph Henry Jackson of the San Francisco 
Chronicle. 
Those receiving favorable mention from Pike Johnson 
11rere revie't.J"ers on the vTashington Post, the Chicago Sun-Times. 
the St Louis Post-Dispat~, the Louisville Courier-Journal 
and the Milwaukte Journal and Richmond Times-Dispatch. 20 
Among the 't'ITestern and midwestern papers there has been 
a tremendous growth of book revievring done since the conclu-
sion of the Second ~vorld War. As yet, many dailies have no 
book reviewing done, but, in their respective cities, many 
people have done outstanding jobs. Among the top men in the 
field are the follo't·ling: 21 
On the Minneapolis Tribune John Sherman heads the book, 
drama, music, and art department,. Tt...rel ve to 1~ books are 
revie~;red each Sunday. A graduate of the University of ~iinne­
sota, Sherman is looked upon as an authority in the four 
fields he covers. 
Paul J. Smith is the book editor for the Los Angeles 
Times. A specialist on 17th century literature, he has 
":'V"ri tten ten books (see Net\Ts~reek article of 1951) • 
Thomas Sherman is the book editor of the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch. Revievrs on this paae often are of high intellec-
" tual quality. Known as "the High Priest of St. Louis culture 
M_r. Sherman has been book editor for that paper since 
Joseph Pulitzer first instituted a book page on that ne1·.rs-
paper. 
10 
v 
1-!ax !Uller edits the book revieiving page for the San 
Diego Sun. He believes that the revie-vling done for the smaller 
papers is often better than that c1one for the larger neliS-
papers because the 't,rri ter for the smaller papers is not trying 
to iopress anyone. He has i~itten a number of books. He 
feels strongly that more reviewers should vrrite books, since, 
for one thing, it ·Hould gt.ve them a better insight into the 
author's problems. 
At Columbus, Ohio, Earnest Cady reviews for the Dis-
patch. Tv-rel:ve to 20 books are revie't'ved in the Dispatch each 
,..,.eek. 
F. THE SYNDICATES 
Since syndicates play an important ro~e in present day 
book reviewing, it we.s hoped that the subject of syndicates 
might be treated rather exhaustively.However, up to now there 
has been li tt~e published on the subject, and limitations of 
time and travel precluded gathering up much first-hand 
information. Incidentally, some further information .. ,.rill be 
found under item #24 of the questionnaire to augment what is 
given here. 
The 1956 Literary 1•1al"'ket Place lists 19 book review 
syndicates. Among the most important, of course, are the 
Saturday ~eview Syndicate, .A:P Neivsfeatures, King Features 
Syndicate, the Sterling North -r:leekly Book Revievt Service, 
Internation~ Ne"rs Service, United Press Association, v1ooten 
u: 
Associates, and Lloyd Shearer Associates. 
The majority of these syndicates are regional rather 
than national, and some service special kinds of publications. 
An example of the latter is i1ooten Associates, 't~hich revie't'TS 
books for Negro magazines anQ newspapers. 
The Saturday Review, AP, and King Features are national 
organizations, and their revie·Hs appear from coast to coast. 
22 The Saturday Revie'tv Syndicate offers three features to their 
27 subscribers: 
1. Brief reviev-rs of leading ne'\1~ books. 
2. A column about books and authors. 
3. "Books readers like best." 
They sometimes include, also, a t"Vm-sentence appraisal of the 
best murder mysteries. 
~he school of journalism at the University of Missouri 
provides a unique service to 88 papers in that area. Under 
the leadership of Professor \'l:tnston Allard, 70 students in 
the advanced v:riting course given by the school, review new 
books. Books are 1farmed out• according to the specialty of 
each student. These students receive advice from forty~ 
fide critics, and they receive a great deal of mail from 
authors. Books are reviewed and the reviews printed in the 
Missouri Clip sheet, each Saturday, after vrhich these are mailed 
to subscribing newspapers. Many libraries in the area also sub-
scribe, as "'rrell as the newspapers. 23 
12 
2l.J. 
The Publishers 1 ~·reekly carried the story of a debate 
that took place bet1.veen Dave Appel of the Philadelpr..ia In-
quirer and 1a11iam Patterson of the Saturday Revie't·J of Litera-
ture, as. to ~mich was preferable: local or syndicated book 
reviev-rs. Speaking for syndicates, Hr. Patterson put forth 
five chief arguments: 
1. 3yndicated reviews present a diversity of viewpoint. 
2. They supplement local revie't,rs. 
3. They <rover more books than can a local editor. 
4. Their reviewers are experts in all fields of endeavor. 
5. They are available more quickly. 
Speaking in favor of local reviews, on the other hand, 
Mr. Appel argued as follows: 
1. Syndicated revie'tvS give a centralized Ne-vr York point 
of view. 
2. It is better for the author and publisher to have a 
great many points of view about a book. 
3. Local selectors can do better by a market. 
4. A few reviewers can make or break a book. 
5. A local flavor is basic in newspaper "t..rork. Local book 
pages are the book 1 s best salesmen. 
Several publicity directors of large publishing houses 
were queried as to their preference for local or syndicated 
reviews. Some said they had no opinion one 1t1ay or another. 
One, however, stated that he preferred syndicates where books 
13 
of general interest are concerned, but if a book is of local 
or regional interest, then it is better to have it reviellred 
locally. THo other publicity directors preferred local 
reviews,in general, because they are apt to be longer. 
G. DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS OF BOOK PAGES 
The style of book page makeup is very important. Pre-
sumably, many book lovers would read the page no matter how 
it was put together. But editors who rely on this are un-
imaginative and short-sighted. It goes without saying that 
an attractive layout can do much to lure luke-warm readers. 
During a recent meeting of Sunday editors, the representative 
from the Miami Sunday Herald reported that his book page 
readership had increased from 6 per cent to 39 per cent .• He 
attributed this increase to the use ot pictures, feature 
stories, and crossword puzzles on the pages. 25 
Page makeup editors usually follow one of two general 
plans: (1) they have one basic pattern \dlich they use time 
after time; or (2) they vary the page. Headlines and illust-
rations will vary accorc1ing to the ne,,rs value of the books 
26 
reviewed. Van Doren says that the Herald Tribune features 
one book on the front page of its supplement, though if two 
books of equal significance clamor for space, then a double 
lead gets the call. 27 
John DreWl~y lists the features that the ideal page 
*'!'his increase occured .from June to December, 195t. 
14 
should contain: 
1. News items: current deve~opments in the book vvor~d. 
2. Human interest stories: emotiona~ appea~ items about 
people. 
3. Feature articles: these are the reviews. 
4. Editoria~s: reviewers• comments on a diversity of 
literary topics. 
5· Poetry: adds grace and charm, and is good makeup. 
6. Illustrations. 
7. Advertisement: these should pay for the page with 
a reasonable profit. 
~. Regular departments: daily or l'Teekly lists of new books. 
9. Cartoons anQ comics. 
Drewry, of course, is talking about the ideal page. 
probab~y no more than four or five ne"t-rspapers can boast of 
a page thus complete. 
Booksellers ask that the title of a book be included in 
the headline of a nev.rspaper review. The headline then serves 
to aid the reader's memory when he goes in to buy. The book-
se~~ers a~so plead vnth fiction reviewers not to give away 
the p~ot. 29 Lon Tinkle of the Da~~as News says that book 
stores in his area like a short listing of a number of new 
books. Ralph Morrissey of the Nashville Tennessean likes 
three short reviews and a listing.30 
15 
Book pages were taken from nine newspapers available 
in Boston, and each was analyzed for page makeup. Most of 
these papers publish reviews on Sunday only, and most do 
not allot a full page. The papers analyzed t-Tere all editions of, 
March 4, 1956. 
In the St. Louis Post Dispatch there is a full page 
devoted to books. The subject matter is grouped under two main 
headings: "Literary Ne't'i'S 11 and "Book Revie'tvS." The first 
named includes columns entitled "Reading and \•iri ting," 11 Fic-
tion 11 "Crime Corner " and "Personalities." The "Book Revier!S I J 
section includes five signed articles, reviews by outside 
v-rriters, together v-.rith a sixth by Thomas Sherman. 
The Springfield Republican devoted two-thirds of a 
page to books. This page carries no signed comment. It has 
one picture, a few syndicated wri teups, and an i tern shov-ring 
the best sellers that the time of publication of the edition. 
The Washington Star carries one-half page devoted to 
books. In one issue vie't,red, there were three reviel'!S by 
editor Carter Brooke Jones, two small pictures, and a signed 
article entitled "Reading and Writing." 
The St. Petersburg Times (Florida) has a half page 
given to books in the Sunday supplement. Besides t"t<ro revievrs, 
this page includes "Among Books and Authors, "a column ,,.rri tten 
by Rochelle Girson. Includeg also is a list of books recently 
placed in the public library. Unlike the majority of the other 
p~ ers, the Times lists, with bried comments t the nen...r paperback 
editions published in the current week. 
The Providence Journal gives a page to books, "!,rhich 
appears in the amusement and arts section. There are several 
advertisements. On this page appears a column entitled "Book-
man's Gallery," which consists of several short sentences 
about events in Boston. The book reviews are signed. 
The Clarion Ledger Daily Nevrs, of Jackson, 1-iississippi, 
devotes one page- to books. Be~1~es the conventional reviews, 
the page viewed had included the second of a series of articles 
on scien~~iction. Also included in that issue was a column 
called 11 Paging," ~;)nsisting of small talk, some for juveniles. 
And,too, it carries a section entitled "New at the Library." 
The ~Tashington Post and Times Herald gives one page to 
books. Under the tile "Books," volumes are revie'l'.ved according 
to their subject. All reviews are signed, having the page 
filled out by listing the ten best-selling books, together 
""rith a column called "Pinfeathers from Pelgasus." 
The Journal-Standard, of Freeport,Illinois, devotes 
only a sixth of a page to books. In additio~ to a columnpy 
the 1·l.G.Rogers syndicate, is a listing, "t>rith brief comment, 
of nevr books received at the Freeport Eublic Libraryt the 
comment being taken from the trade publication, Retail Book-
seller. 
The Kingsport Times carries one-half page devoted to 
books. In the issue viev-red, there ·Here nine revie'l,J'S printed, 
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one by the W.G.Rogers Syndicate. The page is entitled "Music, 
Art, anc1 Books." Also it carri.es a brief list of "best-sellers 
compiled by Publishers 1 \·Teel:.J..y. 
The Chicago Tribune Ivlagazine of Books Supple1:1ent uses 
the Saturday Review Syndicate in reviewing eight leading 
fiction and non-fiction books.. Besides reviews 1 this cupple-
ment includes the follo'tving signed comment: "Publish a 
Little Anthology, 11 a group of semi--v;i tty sayings; "Bookman's 
Holiday, 11 a talk about books by Delos Avery; 11 Li terary Spot-
light 1 11 by Fanny Butcher; 11 Among the Authors 1 " by editor 
Frederick Babcok; and nThe Junior Bookshelf," by Polly Good-
ivin. 
The Boston Herald gives a page to books. Alice Dixon 
Bond 1 the editor, 1-r.ci tes one column of commentary, "The Case 
for Books." There about 12 ne"Vr books reviewed by several 
outside reviewers. Reviews are signed at the bottom of the 
vrritetlp. 
The Christian Science Monitor gives a full page to 
books,featuring six long reviews of books. There are a 
couple of advertisements and one large picture to go ~~th 
the feature article. The page is completed by a quotation 
from the feature book of the page. 
From the foregoing, it can be seen that newspapers 
devote very little space to ne'tvS of the book "t·mrld. And it 
should be remembered that only about 30 per cent of the 
lS 
American daily ne1"'spapers carry book pages at all. Ar·Jund one-
half to one-third pages per "'iJeek is maximum, in most cases. 
Further, referring to Drewry's list of the elements to be 
looked for in a good book page (see page 15), the writer has 
found at, at most, only four of the nine features were 
featured in those papers analyzed. Book review~ as such, 't~ere 
there, ~dth literary comment in most cases, and usuallY a 
listing of the ne1v books. 
The majority of the pages analyzed carried nevrs 
articles about the book world under such titles as "Pinfeathers 
from Pergaaus, 11 and "Reading and '~Tri ting. tl No t1~:o papers, it 
1:ras found, printed the same column. Among the group of papers 
analyzed, moreover, there seems to exist a genuine need for 
a weekly syndicated column by some unusually competent author-
ity, in addition to the usual-column by the local editor. 
The scope of the ideal page is, of course, unlimited,but 
in reality, lack of money at the disposal of publishers and 
nevrspap~rs precludes anything but the most cursory coverage. 
Yet two subjects, the writer founu, were conspicuous by their 
absence from most of the pages analyzed, chief of 'torhich was 
the fact of so little space being given to books for young 
readers. Obviously this is short-sighted, inasmuch as future 
readers are being ignored. And, in cases vrhere it happened 
that there were no outstanding new "juveniles," the classics 
for the older group were not being played up for use of young 
reader. 
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To bring this lengthy Introduction to a close on a 
lighter note, after so brief a discussion of book pages in 
American ne"t'Tspapers, a short article by Charles Morton of the 
Atlantic Honthly, in 191t[1, which he entitled 11 The Life Cycle 
of a Book Page," is here cited in part: 
Saga opens up when the advertising uirector tells 
the managing editor th·t the sheet is missing out on 
publishers' advertising. There ought to be a Book Page, 
regular features, reviev.rs, jottings and notes, literary 
stuff. 'VTorth giving the works, a ~rhole page, maybe two. 
1-iight even be some circulation in it. \fuo knows what the 
publid might not go for? Scheme gets general endorsement. 
Paper has occasionallY used 'reviews• by staff members. 
It paid for them by giving the reviewer the book and a 
by-line. But the new scheme calls for a genuine "Literary 
Editor" and all the trimmings. 
Paper hirev a Literary Editor and throws him a big 
party. Here goes for the big-time! Watch us grow! Who 
said this wasn• t a hot literary to,-m? Literary Editor 
pitches in, everything dandy. First Book Page has four 
columns of reviews and four columns of significant looking 
book advertising. 
Next 'iveek: same thing, fine business. 
Third week: breakfast food ad seems to have been 
mislaid, someho-vr, on Book Page; issue offers three columns 
of reviews, tv.ro columns of publishers 1 advertising, three 
columns of Poplets. 
At this point friendly lit~ luncheon conference 
bet"t<Teen Literary Editor, Managing Editor f and Advertising 
Director. The finding is that there isn t enough book 
advertising to sustain three columns of reviews. Literary 
Editor is cut back to a two-column quota. He solves this 
by canning his column 11 Brousing About" anc. sticking to 
individual revielvS. 
Next issue reiterates Poplets ad plus fascinating 
list of used cars offered by Madman Jones plus a sell-
your diamonds-for-cash invitation. 
At the end of six months: Book Page carries four 
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1qui_b revie1-rs, half-column in all. There are three ·Han 
little book advertisements aggregat~ng thirty lines. Rest of 
•· page is occupied by Florida resorts. Literary Editor seems 
to be doing a lot of drinking. 
T-vro years later: Literary Editor has long since 
gone over the hill; Page offers short list (selected and 
typed by office boy) under the heading "This Week's NeV>r 
Books." There is one ad with coupon offer, for a new cook 
book put out by a direct mail outfit. Rest of page filled 
by 1 cent sale, Monday only, by a retail drug chain. 
At this point, the Advertising Director tells the 
1•1anaging Editor that the sheet is missing out on pub- 31 lishers 1 advertising. There ought to be a Book Page •.• 
This little story hits at the very crux of one of the 
big problems of neuspaper book reviel-ring~ Ho1v can ne"tr-rspapers 
afford to pay their editor, plus the other costs involved in 
printing a book page, if book publishers do not defray these 
expenses through advertising? 
Many people feel that ne't'rspapers, and ne1-.;rspaper publish-
ers, should make some effort to include book reviews since 
they are so -vrilling to print news about the seamier side of 
life. Yet, faced "Trrith terribly high costs of their own, as 
they undoubtedly are, publishers maintain tha.t a peripheral 
department like book reviewing ehould carry its 01·m weight 
financially. 
PR~EFACE 
In the preparation of the questionnaire used in this 
study, the 'tvriter had three general objectives in mind. First, 
he ·Hished to establish as closely as possible an image of 
the average book editor in terms of 86e, education, experience, 
and earning power. Second, he desired to ascertain how book 
editors feel about the book reviewing business. And third, 
he hoped to be able to find out something about the status 
of revie"!dng in America. 
The comparatively small percentage of respondents 
heard from Has disappointing, only about 17 per cent sending 
an answer to the "!Vriter 1 s request; yet those who did reply 
represented a '!rride geographical area. As has been seen, 
the number of newspaper book editors in the American news-
paper field, notably the press, is very small compared 't·r1 th 
the number of ~1ty editors, managing editors, and editorial 
1vri ters. 
Insofar as the data is representative, then, the 1.·?r1 ter 1 
of this study presents his findings. 
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CHAPTER I 
AGE OF BOOK EDITORS 
~ifty-one of the editors queried gave the year of their 
birth. TI~e eldest editor among those contacted is 7~ years 
old, the youngest is 26. Insofar as these data are looked 
upon as being repr•esenta ti ve, the follo't·ring conclusions 
can be I"'eached. 
The mean age for these editors is ~9- The median, 
ho1,rever, is ~7 and the mode is also 1t7. This diff0rence 
us due to the fact that a co~le of the respondents are 
'tvell past 70, "t-rhereas the majority are much younger. The 
high numbers tended to pull the mean up, hence, for our 
purposes, the median i~ a more accurate measure. The 
du~~ indicate that nearly half of these people are in their 
forties. From this it may be assumed that book re~iewing 
is not usually an early stop along the journalistic path. 
The question arises, How long has the average book 
editor been in journalism? In making a distribution of 
scores in this respect, the median is again the better 
tool than the mean. The oldest revie\'Ter has spent 55 years 
in journalism, the yo~mgest 6. 
The median score of years spent is 20, which does not, 
as a matter of fact, deviate from the mean. On an average, 
then, book editors entei•ed journalism in their early t'tlrenties, 
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that is, when they were about 23 years of age. The eignifi-
cant point is that, ~parently, book editors did not spend 
time dabbling in other fields before finding their right one. 
As 't·:ill be shown, they did not go right into revie1N"ing, 
though they did go right into journalism. 
Respondents, 1 to.uas found 't~rhen evaluating the data, 
,. 
have reviewed books for as long a time ~s 41-l- years, or for · 
as short a period as two years. The median number of years 
spent in revie't·ilng was found to be eight. Eighteen of the 
4S :c·espondents Hho answered this question, stated that they 
have revielved books for from 6 to 10 years. The older 
editors have been employed as book editors for from ll to 
)i).L, 
, years. 
Very generally, the hypothetical revie"t,Ier, Hhom the 
writer introduces as "Mr. Median," entered the field of 
journalism 1.vhen he 1vas about 23. He then held a great variety 
of newspaper jobs for about 16 years, or until he was about 
39 years old. At 39, he received the title of Book Editor, 
although he probably still does many other things as Hell 
on his ne'tvspaper; and this t1t1e he has held for eight years. 
In all probability 1 Nr. lileclian does not aim specifically 
at book revie't'ring to the exclusion of all else, but the 
comparatively mature age, that of 39, at which he obtained 
the title shows that older people have the job. 
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CHAPTER II 
H0\11' OFTEN DO EDITORS \tffiiTE COLUMNS? 
Forty-one editors replied to the question asking 
how often they "t'l!'ote reviews. In tabulated form, their 
aaswers appear as follows: 
33 \'lri te weekly reviews 
3 write semi-weekly reviews 
1 'l'rTl'"i tes daily r·evie1·rs 
1 vrri tes tour revie,;,rs per week 
1 ,,rri tes three reviews per week 
l writes six reviews per year 
l "tvri tes t'\vo review per year 
HO"t>' long is the average article? In answer to this, 
it was learned that the longest article is eight columns 
and the shortest is about one-eighth of a column. The mean 
approximates about 1.6 colwnns, but this is too large 
because it takes into account one atypical book supplement. 
Nineteen editors ans'l'rrered that they 1-rri te one column. Ten 
more replied that they write from one-half to one-third o:f' 
a column per 1treek. Mr. 14edian, for example, probably i·:rrites 
one column a 1reek himsel~. The rest of his "t·rork consists in 
editing reviews submitted by others, staff writers, experts, 
or syndicated reviei'IS ·hrhich make up the 'ltTeeltly page or one-
half page devoted to books. 
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CHAPTER III 
HOU THEY GOT INTO THE FIELD OF 
JOURNALISM 
On the questionnaire the editors were asked to state 
ho"tv they happened to get into journa.J.ism. The majori tJr of 
the editors gave more than one m ewer. Follov:ing were the 
results: 
Choice 51 
Desire to "''Trite 34 
Journalism school 12 
Family business 2 
Publishing house 2 
From the foregoing responses, it may be seen that 
almost all of the editors 1..rere in the business because they 
like it. And a large percentage entered the business because 
they liked to 'tvri te. This emphasizes the close affinity that 
exists between writers and book reviewers. It 1dll be seen 
shortly hol-T many book editors have actually 'tvri tten books. 
Twelve, or 23 per cent, of the editors entered the 
nevrspaper field by vray of the jour·nalistic school. This is 
a surprisingly la;r;ge number, when compared vri th the figures 
for managing editors, city editors, and editorial 't,Ti ters. 
In tab~lated form, this makes interesting reading: 
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PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS t\1HO ENTERED JOUP.H.ALISH 
. . . l 
THROUGH JOURNALISM SCHOOLS 
Nev.rspa.;,'Jer Position 
·~i ty 'Ecli tors 
Managing Editors 
Editorial Writers 
Book Reviewers 
Per Cent 
19 
7 
3 
23 
1'1hat can be deduced from the above figures? Ascording 
to the writer of this study, it might be said, first, that 
book editors are dra"Trm more to the itrri ting profession than 
are editorial 't'lr:tters and managing editors. The former chose 
journelism schools probably because they might have felt 
that they 't1ould have a greater opportunity to 'Ttrri te during 
their courses of study. From this apparent fact alone, it 
\'>TOuld seem difficult to draw an other conclusion from the 
foregoing figures. One might think that editorial writers 
and book editors had much in common, as do city editors and 
managing editors. Yet the above percentages indicate that, in 
the matter of journalism education, book editors and edit-
orial writers actually have very little in common. 
It was surprising to find that only two book editors 
had worked for publishing houses. This fact suggests that 
there may be a \I!Tider gap between the nelvspap er business and 
.the book field that at first seems apparent. It 't'rould be in-
eresting to see hoV~r many publishing people 't·rorked on nev.rspaprs_ 
CHAPTER IV 
NE\iSPAPER JOBS HELD BY THE EDITORS OVER THE YEAF..S 
The editors 'Here asked what other newspaper jobs they 
had held prior to their present position as editor. Fifty 
respondents answer this question, each one listing more than 
one position held. There was a 'rt-ride variety of ans"tvers: 
Position held 
-qeporters 
Sunday editors 
Feature eC:.itors 
City !ditors 
EG.i torial i·.rri ters 
Copy desk 
···ire editors 
Assistant managing editors 
Society editors 
Eaitors of weekly papers 
l·Iusic ec1i tors 
Public relations (during ~·rorld 
~:Tar II) 
Cports i'lr"i ters 
Copy boys 
Associated press 
Proof readers 
Ad i;ertising 
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Number 
23 
12 
10 
g 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Per Cent 
46 
24 
20 
16 
12 
12 
12 
12 
g 
g 
s 
8 
3 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
That reporters led the list is not surprising inasmuch 
as nearly all nelrspaper men are reporters, at one time or 
another. \\That is significant, however, is the prevalence of 
Sunday editors, feature ~~iters, and editorial writers. This 
suggests a difference between the news-gathering function 
on one hanQ and the news-feature side on the other. This 
difference has become greater 1.ri th the emergence of the 
huge, mass circulation type of neHspapers. Potential re-
viewers, apparently, gravitate toward the feature side and 
prospective revie't..rers, if they hope some day to become book 
editors, vmuld do l'rell to aim for that side also. 
Jobs on the ne1-rspapers which book editors stated 
they had held prior to their present position on the ne't-:s-
paper differ markedly from those held by editorials ·pri ters. 
Belo11 have been listed the five posi tiona "t·rhich are 
most often held by book editors and editorial ·yrri ters: 
Position Held 
:?.eporter 
Sunday editor 
Feature editor 
City editor 
Editorial -vn~i ter 
BOOK EDITORS 
Per 6ent 
46 
24 
20 
29 
Position Held 
Reporters 
Editor 
Hanaging ecli tor 
City editor 
Copy desk 
Per ~ent 
76 
35 
32 
31 
16 
This comparison emphasizes the tv-ro sides of neuspaper 
ec.li torial "t;~rork.. Reporters led the field in each case, 
although a much larger percentage of editorial men "tvere 
sho1-m to to be reporters than book editors haC. been. 
The editorial v!riters seem to have held managerial 
positions more often along the road than did the book 
editors. City e~itorr. stood high on both list~, although 
31 per cent of the editorial people vere city ecators and 
only 16 per cent of them were book etitors. 
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CHAPTER V 
~DUCATIONAL BACKG:OCOUHD 
The majority of the book editors, it "'ras f:nmcl) l1ad 
co:J:plctc.:"'.. four ~·ears of college v-;hile those 1-ro did not 
graduate had had at least some college training. The list 
belo'tV inU.icates the eCLucational status of ee..ch group: 
Number of Each Group 
Attended Gradue,te School 
Gra~uated from College 
Per Ce':"'.t 
23 
69 
!·!on-gre.duate from College 16 31 
The mean number of years spent in college and/or gradu-
ate school "t<ras 3.8. ~,!e can assume, therefore, that Hr. l'.iedian 
i: a college graduate. Fields of specialization in college 
leaned heavily to·Hard English anC: journaliso, as may 1::e seen: 
COLLEGE MAJOR 
Haj or !-Tur.ber 
English 19 
Journalism 12 
:Oo:tnpar~_:t.:i.ve literature 3 
Physics 2 
l·1a. thematic s 1 
History 1 
Philosophy 1 
Economics 1 
Political Science 1 
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Per Cent 
2.5 
2.t 
2.6 
2.6 
2.6 
That book editors early manifested their interest can 
be seen in the fact that S4 per cent of those contacted by 
the questionnaire, indicated that they had majored in English, 
journalism, or literature. 
Of those uho attended gracluate school (and one Niemann 
fello11 is included vli th this group) 1 seven studied English, 
four took journalism, an~ one took ancient languages. 
The number of book editors who completed college is 
high compared ~::i th the city editors 1 managing ecli tors and 
l 
even the editorial v~iters. The difference appears to be 
greater when attendance at graduate school is included in 
the picture, thus: 
::.~rr.na~:ing City Editorial Book 
Editors Editors ~tl'ri ters ~ditors 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Bent 
G·r·acl ua t e School 5 3 13 2~ ;/ 
College Degree ·50 47 61 69 
One difficulty should be noted. In the study macle on 
me.no.ging editors, city editors, and editorial lN"ri t ers , there 
i·Iere counted only the peo_ple v..ri th college degrews, whereas, 
in this study on book rev1e11ers 1 credit is given if a person 
even has atte~d graduate school. 
The above fi:vures do inclicate,r..evertheless, that the 
book editor an<i the editorial 1-rri ter are more academically-
inclined and more academically-minded, than are the other 
three t~~es of editors. The latter, however, probably ha•e 
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many more day-to-day decisions to make. 
1--lanas 3ternschein asked his editorial "t'ITri ters to 
indicfl.te their fields of specialization in college. T'De an-
swers"- shoi·red much more diversity than -v1as the case wl th 
book ed.i tors. "~'here editorial "t·Ti ters 't•rere concerned, 34 
per cent majored in English or journalism. As has been said, 
for book editors, the figure vras g4 per cent. 
Insofar as this difference is representative, it 
shows that book editors as a group are probably more ·Spe:e1al.-
ized than are any other types of editors. They are more 
interested, for instance, in reading and writing. This, of 
course, is obvious, but what may not be so obvious is, that 
book editors apparently 1 trained their sights• more, in 
college, on their future jobs than did the editorial writers. 
At the same time, editorial v~iters are to be found much more 
in the main current of ne-vrspaper 't'lork than are book editors. 
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CH.APTE...~ VI 
i'.'HICH BOOI': PUBLI3EING SOUSES :\SC:SIVE l·iOST ATTE:!TION? 
Hore than half of the editors failed to ansv.rer this 
question. They si~ply had no idea. And those who did had no 
statistica.l base from Hhich to give an answer. Very little 
significance, therefore, can be ascribed to the follol.ving 
figures. 'T:Te can have but a vague idea of the firms most 
often in the editor's min&; but, subconsciously at least, the 
revie't•Ters may gravitate to;-rard books put out by the compa.ni es 
they think of most often. 
In the tabulation of the answers received from the 
questionnaire, if a publishing firm was listed as "receiving 
most 11 attention, that firm 1-ras awarded three points. If it ·t-ras 
li!':lted as receiving 11 second most" attention, it was awarded 
t·Fo points. And if it 'tlras listed as gettiDg "third most" 
attention, then it received but one point. No company. appears 
in this listing if it could count less than six points. 
Como any Total Points First Second Third 
Doubleday 47 13 4 0 
Hacmillan 2~ ~ 4 2 
.,/ .,/ 
Knopf 15 " 1 1 -"l· 
Harper's 11 1 3 2 
Lit tl e-Bro,..m 10 1 3 1 
Random House 10 1 3 1 
Farrar Strauss 7 1 2 0 
Dutton 6 ~ 0 0 
Doc"'cd-Mead 6 2 0 0 
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An interesting sidelight ,,ras gained during a survey 
conducted by Publishers 1 Ueekly, 1in 1952, Hhen they tabulated 
the nu~ber of books reviewed during the month from February S 
to l·~arch S, 1952. In this period 575 "books i·-rere publi"'hed, of 
'trrhich 93 \>Jere novels. Note the follo1dng: 
Fiction Number Non-Fiction Number 
Doubleday 12 University Presses 19 
Random House 6 Harper Brothers 11 
Harcourt,Brace 6 !!orton s 
Macmillan 7 
HcGra'tnr-Hill 7 
Knopt' 6 
Little, Bro~m 5 
Bobbs-Eerrill 5 
As a part of this study, a dozen trade publishing 
houses ·t-rere asked to tell 'Hhat percentage of their nevr titles 
actually ·trere reviel'red. In ansvrer, the respondents stated 
that betv·reen SO P"'l"' cent to 90 per cent are normally reviev-red, 
although there often occurs some delay. 
On the average, publishers replied, from five to six 
nevr titles are published each '\'reek. F.o'l,rever, these figures 
cannot be taken too seriously inasmuch as the bulk or new 
titles come out either in the spring or fall. Summer and 
1rrinter are rele.ti vely fallO'tr periods .. 
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CHAPTER VII 
ARE BOOKS REVI~fED ON P-ADIO AND/OR TELEVISION? 
Books are still being reviewed primarily in ne-vrspap ers 
and magazines, according to lt2 book editors 1,rho ansv''ered 
the question on the questionnaire. T'T,,renty-four others, or 
57 per cent, stated that books are never reviewed on these 
media in their area. ?ollovring is the picture: 
?~r=tio 
..... c~~.. a Television irurnber Per Ce~t 
~~ever l'"'evi e1-.reo_ 24 57 
?one times -::evi e'T:red 13 31 
Rarely Revie'tored 1=: 12 
..-' 
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CHAPTER YIII 
TI-:~ ":'~% L ~~~.DING .AT:THORS 07ER THE PA3T TSH Y?..AR3 
The question, '"·11o he.ve been the l2c:.ding authors ovr:r 
to 
c"c.espite some confusion about the nc:•.tur. of the c~uestion, the 
c.ns".··ers received 1re:"'e fairly unifor-m. Those authors 1h o 
l~ecei veU. t1-:o or .uore votes a:"e listed: 
Hex'man Houk 
John O'Hara 
John Steinbeck 
3:::uce Catton 
.. ., '·,., l f:..~.s on Jo~....~.gren 
- 3~ -
:~:o. of oor.-rote~ 
F.eceiveu 
l3 
7 
lt 
3 
2 
2 
----------------------------............. .. 
CH.A.P TER IX 
IS REAJJING ON THS INCREASE, OR THE DECREASE, 
IN YOUR AREA~ 
Contrary to •·hat might have been expected, an S'tvers 
to the question, Is reading on the increase, or the decrease, 
in your area? -vrere most encouraging. Forty-three editors 
ans't·rered the question. The rise in popul.ari ty of television, 
anc the increased use of automobiles, seemingly have not 
caused people to give up re~ding to any appreciable 
extent. It must be borne in mind, however, that there is 
another factor 'l"rhich enters into the situation, namely, 
the population increase. The figures are as follows: 
Status of Reading in Area Number Per Cent 
:2eaU.ing is increasing 36 g4 
About the same 5 12 
Ree.ding is decreasing 2 4 
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CH.APTEP. X 
OTHEP. NE''lSP.APER DUTIES BESIDES REVIE1·!ING 
The majority of book ecli tors, it ,.,as found, hold 
more than one job on their newspapers. Book editing is usually 
only on• of a number of other duties, more especially on a 
small newspaper. ~fuen asked to state the nature of such 
duties, the editors replied as follows: 
Position ~Held Number Per Cent 
~ditor:tal i·Jri ter 10 20 
Sunday editor g 16 
Feature v-rri ter 6 12 
l·lusic editor I:: 10 
./ 
Unspecified columnist I:: 10 
-' 
Society editor 4 g 
Fine arts editor 4 ~ 
Reporter 4 11 
Sunday supplement editor 4 g 
Drama critic 3 6 
Church editor 3 6 
Jobs other than book editing for these editors coin-
cided pretty closely with the answers received by Sternschein 
in relation to his queries regarding editorial writers. 
Feature articles are vrri tten by 17 editorialists, ivhile 12 
, per cent pf the book ed.itors v.rrite feature articles. 
The biggest difference found in the text of the rep-
lies from the editors was that the major outside job of 
edi torialist~eporting, ;\bout 17 per cent of the total res-
pondents, namely, the book editors, 't'ras that of Cunday eG.i tor-
2'h1p. 
When the ans1..rers of the book edl tors to this ques tlon 
"t'rere compared Hi th those ·given by edl torial vJ'ri ters, 1 t 
'tms found that 20 per cent of the book editors i:rri te editor-
ials Hhile 16 per cent of the editorial 1..rriters reviev.;r 
books.1 
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CHAPTER XI 
SYNDICATES AVAILABLE IN AHEA 
Only about one-half or the editors contacted made any 
mention of the syndicates they l{new to be available in their 
area. Since any newspaper is privileged to subscribe to any 
one of the national syndicates, provided it has money ~nth 
1-•rhich to pay for the service, the question, ~·fuat syndicates 
are available in your area? "t-ras posed in an effort to find 
out ~,,rhich syndicates are best known. The results appear 
in the follo~..ring listing: 
Syndicates 
Associated Press 
United Press 
Saturday Revie't-r 
1·1.G.Rogers 
Sterling North 
International NeHs Service 
King Features 
Papers Reporting 
Availability 
13 
5 
5 
5 
4 
2 
1 
From the small number of replies received, it may be 
gathered that syndicates are not particularly ,.,,rell kno1·m, 
that is, in the fielcl of book reviev!ing. Subscription to a 
book review syndicate may be beyond the mee.ns of most papers, 
that is, the small ones, but, at the same time, the nature 
of the replies seemed to show that many papers did not known 
about, or care aoout, s~rnl:.icated book reviews. 
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CH.APTEH XII 
HAGAZINES l•iOST OFTEl! READ 
Fifty-t-v:o ed.i tors ans-,;·:rered the c;.uery 1 \ii.J.e_t magazines are 
moRt often read? The nature of their replies 't·ras interesting 
out not surprisi:1g. Since Ec1i tor and Publisher, and the 
Saturday Revie1·.r, are so often read by book editors, these t110 
magazines have been omitted from the listing given below. 
Also left out ax·e those magazines listed only once or tTATice: 
Ha~azine ~,.umber Per Cent 
Time 22 42 
1! ev-r Yo:.."ker• 1"' (.) 35 
Ha:."l)er 1 s 14 26 
Life 12 22 
Saturday B7ening Post 10 19 
The Reporter 9 17 
Reader's DiO'.,~' t 7 13 Q'-•'\,_..J I 
N c"S\veek 7 13 I 
Ho licla~r c. v 12 
The Atlantic !::; 10 
-" 
Ne.tional Geographic l~. -..) 
Colliers ~- ,; :.;. 
Esquire 4 6 
./ 
Publishers 1 ~~ree~cl~.,. 3 6 
Coronet 7 6 
.,; 
Ladies' Home J0urnal '?.; 6 
./ 
'L..,. 
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It is interesting to compare the popularity of some of n 
li 
the mBgazines lir-:ted l·ri th their immediate competitors in the 
field. For example, Time has a substantial edge over Ne"!rTS't<~Teek~ 
about three to one, as He.ryer 1 s has over The Atlantic. 
Incidentally, this is the fifth study of n~vrspaper 
personnel made, in Fhich Time claimed priority as the favorite 
magazine. In a study of publishers, Time vras read by 61 per 
cent, 1 t 'being call eel the most popular magazine; of managing 
editors, 52 per cent of ":··hom read it; of city cdi tors, 6o p or 
cent of 'Hhom ree.cl.. it. It "!rras the favorite of editorial ~·rriters, 
of ~·rhom 47 per cent read it; and it is no1~ called the favor-
1 
ite magazine of book editors, 42 per cent of v·rhom read ~t. 
On a percentage basis, these findings appear as follO't'lS: 
Managing Editors 
Time 
Life 
Readers Digest 
Saturday Evening Post 
Nev,•sweek 
City Editors 
Time 
Life 
Saturday Evening Post 
Readers Digest 
Colliers 
Per Cent 
52 
39 
3S 
3S 
20 
6o 
52 
!.!-4 
36 
33 
lj 
44. 
E:di torial ;·Tri ters 2 
'. i 
.. :.ia;:;az ne Per Cent 
'!'ime 
Life 
U.S.Ne1,TS & ~·Torld :'1eport 
N el7Sl·,re ek 
3aturday Evening Post 
Since the book editors t,•ere in the SEJD.e rc.nge of 
compD.ris~_on as Here the editorial 't<Vri ters, the above liBting 
has been deemed sufficient in this study. 
The presence of Ne't'.r Yo~ker and of Harper's in this 
group of the five favorite magazines of the boo::r editors, the 
ti·~o are set off somcnrhat from the others. 
Reading habits, insofar as magazines are concerned, 
are fairly similar in the other three groups. In all four, 
ho't,rever, v.re find that Life and the Saturc1..ar ~"';ening Post 
are listed among the first five magazines that are read most. 
CPJ..APTER XI II 
EAV"S YOU UHITT~N 1.£AGAZINE AI-G:'ICLES 
AXD/OR. BOOKS? 
Fifty-two e~itors answered this question. ~eflecting 
the assumption that many of the revie·Hers are ;;-rri ters tl1e1:.1-
selves, 37 editors, or 71 per cent, replied that they had 
'F'1."'i tten for magazines. Fifteen, OI' 29 per cent, replied that 
the~r had not. 
P.egarding th8 more serious :cne.tter of book 'li.rri ting, 
fcnver editors Peplied affirmatively to this question. In fact, 
the figures reversed themselves. Fifteen of the editors ans-
that is 29 pex• cent of the ecli tors, 1:hile 37, 
or 71 per cent, ansHered 11 No. 11 It is hard to say how mm y 
of these books have been published. Three did volunteer• the 
information that 1 as yet, their books 't•rere unpublished. 
3ince the number of book-vJI'i ting editors is high, 
j;hat is 1 29 per cent 1 it ~·ould seem to indicate that many 
well-known authors have emerged from the ranks of revie't·J'ers. 
For ins t<:mce 1 the best-known book by a reviewer in reo ent 
months is Orville Prescott's excellent Five-Dollar Gold Piece 
thc-,t 't·ras published by Random House. 
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CRAFTER XIV 
AVEHAGE .ANHUAL INCOHE 
Forty-ttro ecli tors ansHered. this c;.uestion related to 
the amount .of their avera8e annual income. Assuming that all 
anst,rers 't1]'ere correct, the averat:;e book editor makes about 
~7,600 per year, representing concrete evidence that book 
cui tors follOiv this vocation _p:timarily for love rather than 
for money. The lo't·rest figure given was $900. per year, and 
the highest was $1£1,000. It should be recalled, ho11ever,tr..at 
the incomes of some revie;rrers are supplementeCl from outside 
sources. 
It 't•ras significe.nt that distribution of such incomes 
did not follow a normal pattern. The curve ~ms bi-modal, and, 
actually, only t1·10 of the respondents listed incomes in the 
i7,000-7,999 bracket. The loHer group of incomes averaged 
~5,700, and the higher, $9,500. One reason for a bimodal 
distribution may be that many of the lo·ver group are only \·rork-
ing part time, an~ have stated the income they receive from 
revi eir'ing alone. The high income group includes full-time 
editors on the large metropolitan dailies. 
The mean income for those editors, eleven in all, tfuo 
indicated the_t they had attended graduate school was compared 
't·ri th the mec.n income of those l-Tho had not attended, tha.t is, 
27 in all. The results vrere surprising. Those i"lho vrent to 
''7 - i..j- -
to graduate school made less money, on the average, than did 
those l:rho had not attended graduate school. Gre.udate school 
veterans, in short, averaged $7,390 per year, or $210 below 
the average of $7.600. The others averaged $?,65e. In view 
of the small number of responses this may not be significant. 
The fact that a negative correlation does exist, hotrever, 
is interesting. Apparently the graduate school adds a 
little eclat to the personality of the editor-to-be, but 
affords nothing tangible in the form of money. 
The follov··ring listing represents a comparison made 
ot the average incomes of editorial ·t-rri ters 1 managing 
editors, city editors, and both groups of book editors. 
Sternscheinl reminds, ho~rever, that his figures for the 
editorial 'Nri ters may be misleading since no editorial 
1-vri ters on ne,;,~spapers having less than a 25,000 circulation 
vvere queried. 
Editorial 't•rri ters 
Book editors(first group) 
Ivlanaging editors 
Book editors (second group) 
City editors 
Average Annual Income 
$151926 
9,500 
7,27e 
5,700 
t:; 6~5 
../ I 
CHAPTER XV 
AGE OF SELF-SUPPO:qT AND OCCUPATION OF PARENT 
The 45 book editors ~-rho ans11rered the question posed 
in the foregoing caption, on the average, indicated that 
they "t!ere self-supporting by the time they reached the age of 
22 years. The ~'oungest to support himself was lg, the 
eldest, 3~. There ,.,rcre only tv-ro, however, 1vho bece..me self-
su?porting after they had reached the age of 27 years. 
The list of father occupations reflects no honogeneity 
v-rhatever. Thirty general types of occupation 'l;Je:.."e listed 
for the r•especti ve fathers of the 50 editors 't'rho ans't~Tered 
the Cluestion. Therefore, He cannot list here an occupation 
for the father of Mr. Median, save that it probably was one 
of the generally-accepted middle class ones. Only thirteen 
occupations, or 26 per cent, fail to fall into the white 
collar class, six of these being (imite) farmers~ These 
have been listed in ths follo'tdng manner: 
occuoation of father* Number Per Cent 
Farmer 7 14 
N ev.rspap erman 4 14 Engineer 2j 
Accountant 2 4 
La1,:yer 2 l~ 
Salesman 2 4 
Iron'TArorkers 2 4 
l,Ianufacturers 2 4 
I·finister 2 4 
Lumber merchant 2 L~ 
'.:::tnsmith 2 4 
w Mo other job 1·:ras listed more than once. 
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In relation to the foregoing categorical information, 
the figures ha.ve "b?en still further bro:,.,en do·t-rn, as follovrs: 
General BreakdoHn 
Ce. t e::::ori es Number 
::on-v!hi t"' Collar \Torker 13 
3us,ness Executive 10 
P:"'ofessional man 
Per Cent 
36 
26 
20 
12 
50 
CH.APTERE 
DO YOU FEEL THAT BOOK ADVERTISING COULD BE 
!£.-!PROVED? IF SO, IN WHAT ~·lAY? 
v~ting on the first part of this question was almost 
unanimoun 1 tha.t is 1 e.bout 3S, or 95 per cent 1 'tvere sure that 
a<ivertising could be improved; only t1,ro, or 5 per cent, 
Has of the opinion that it could not be. Her_nNhile, a great 
many suggestions 't·.re.re volunteered as to the v-ray in which 
such improvement might be brought about. 
Since the greater number of the suggestions made 
ha.d to do "td th publishers 1 policies, the vrri ter believes 
it might be illuminating to have a look at the latter's 
side of the question. 
Eler.nor Kask1 of \·Jorld Publishing, ho.s described a 
typical advertising budget. For example, 3,500 copies of a 
title are printed to retail at $3.50 per copy. Publishers 
cannot afford to lay aside more than j6oo. for a national 
campaign, hence ho~or to best expend this limited a.mount be-
comes a great problem. Many times a book rises and falls 
on its O"t·m merits. In Miss Kask' s opinion, continuous sellers 
are better, economically, than best sellers. 
The great cry, however, from the book editors' side 
of the fence, is that publishers disregard the western and 
the southern parts of the United States in favor of the 
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northest. Publishers, seemingly, do not realize that great 
untapped markets lie all over the country. These oublishers 
pretty much allot their budgets to those of local book stores 
la in the localitie9 they are considering. For example, Alfred 
Kno;2t' concentrated 70-3 per cent of its a.dvertising in 
2 Ne'fv York City, and 95.6 per cent in eix other major cities. 
Macmillan and Prentice-Hall, too, similarly concentra.te 
their efforts. 
!F.ean't'Jhile, California, having 7 per cent of the total 
population of the country, and buying 10 per cent of the 
total number of books sold in A11ericn., Ht least, is 
virtually ignored3b:r the publishers. 
Fifteen of the respondents to the questionnaire made 
wention of the fe_ct that smaller papers are practically 
i:;nored in the mo.tter of advertising. Publishers oftentimes 
deluge small to~m vi th publicity, 'Hi thout spending a single 
dime on ac.vertising. One representative from Nebraska said 
thet the Omaha ·)a:oer has the only book page in that state, 
l.J. yet it received a pitifully few "ac1verti sing c:~l.:Llbs." A.L"'l.d 
another stated that college to~vns are excellent potential 
markets, but they,too, receive no advertising. 
~o continue: Th~ next greatest desire on 
of thP· publishers is for less sensational advertising • .Sr)me 
other suggestions a:;:'e as follo'ft.rs: 
1. Format of publicity materic:~l to be p:::>epF.ret:. on 
~: 
• 
• 
u:1iform-sized ce_pds so that infor·m<').tion can be filed 
~inc~ t~i2 is an a~e of art, morn pictures 
slwulu go rlong Fi th publici t:r, not j u::Jt tiny snap-
< 
sl1ots ..... 
~hs.t booko sinulJ. have ·octte::.."' J.ocE.tions in c1epe.rt-
m~Cnt stores. 
l-J.. The..t :.; u";;:Jli :.;~:,.,r-s an~ bookstor·es 3hoL1lC:. set up coop era.-
tive advcrtis~ng plane. 
5. ThP-t thePe bettPr ~ail-or~er 
set- c.-q:>s. 
7. That there s!-::.oulcl. be: more autoGraph parties. 
,:;. The_t nc·Fspapers, in the inter-?st o:r culture, should 
lover their rates for book advertising. 
"good" books. 
11. TJ.1at pu-oliohe:t·s shoulC. p2.y ,:J.ore attention to :tnl..ivi-
CHAPTER XVII 
HOvT AP.E BOOKS SELECTED FOR HEVIE"T? 
The nwnber of :.:·eviei·J copies varies, per month, from 
five to six copies per editor in to~ms of 35,000 people. Ot 
these, an ecli tol'' in such a l.s.rge city may review a.s many 
as 200. Pike Johnson has discussed the subject e .. s follo~rs: 
Therera-in this country, at least 1200 bone. fide 
book revieFers, that is, persons 1-rho discuss books--rri'"""' 
nevrspapers or magazines, on the air, or in public lectures. 
The average nwnber of review copies sent out by a publisher 
for a single title is around 120 copies. Only about 4o 
revietvers can eX£ect to receive copies of every important 
book published. 
2 
That authority has outlined a plan i'lhich found favor 
in the eyes of from 51 to 60 editors whom he queried: A list 
of titles to be published is sent to all book editors.Each 
e~itor then checks the titles he would like to receive, and 
mails the list back to the publisher. 
Another suggestion made by a respondent to the 
questionnaire sent out by the Frl ter of this study, 1oras as 
follo'li.:rs: publishing houses should keep a list of the names 
of revie1:r editors in their files. Then they could 1 hanC..-
pick' their revie1vers for each book. Furthermore, they could 
clirect certain books to specific localities. 
Orville Prescott and Irita Van Doren, on the large 
metropolitan dailies, say pretty r.1uch the same thing re-
ga:::.~ding the matter of inc;.i vidual selection by revi e't'l"ers. 
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To quote from Prescott: 
..•...• For my o~m guidance, I have developed a 3-point 
system. The first is neviS value. • •. l.fy second point ..• 
is probably li tera:ey worth. This I neee.less to say I is not 
easy to estime.te. • •• If neither a book of neHs va.J..ue 
nor of probable literary value is available, then I 
choose a book 1>1hich I think wil~ interest me, because I 
night as ''rell enjoy my ,.,ork if I can anG. because I can 
'Nri te a better column about a book vrhich interests me 
than about one 't·rhich does not. This indulgence of my 
o1m. taste is legitimate, I think, and certainly it is 
one 't·Thich all cri ti~s and revievTers practice whether 
consciously or not. 
In the Herald Tribune supplement, Lrita Van Doren 
has to confront the problem of, W'hich nei•T book should be 
reviewed on the front page? She makes the following com-
ment: 
There are times, usually in mid-\,rinter or sUL11r.~.1er, 
because of the deplorable ~ut:~revailing habit of 
seasonal publishing, 'tlrhen fe't'7' or no books of ~p1portance 
are published. Then imagination, even ingenufty, are 
sometimes required to make up a good front page. Often 
books that vrould never make that spot if anything 
better trrere around, astonish our readers as vrell as the 
publishers by appearing there. Even in these c.!:lses, 
ho:.·r2:ver, we demand some other virtue in lieu of impor-
tance. The book may have genuine charm, or it may be 
a beautiful picture book, or it may be a really good 
historical novel, as will be the case next ••• when 
you i<~Till find t't1'o such novels on the front page of the 
Herald Tribune book review. Sometimes, i<Jhen there is no 
book vrh!ch v.re care to feature, 1rTe take advantage of 
the opportunity to publish a gene~al article-a piece 
of literary history or criticism.) 
Needlegs to say, the majority of editors have neither 
the time nor space available to Prescott or Van Doren, to 
be able to make full use of such veluable suggestions. Hhen 
respondents to the ~Titer's questionnaire came to that 
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question, they gave a variety of answers, each Y~th more than 
one criterion to uphold. 
Ta0ulated belo't-1 are the factors these respondents 
considered most often, together Nith the votes for each: 
Criterion No, of Votes 
Local interest(also includes local mores) lS 
Personal. interest of eU.itor and/or his staff 14 
Ohoice based on publishers' catalogues 
N e·Fs't·Torthiness 
Author's prestige 
Gen.eral interest 
Literary significance 
Local Literary interest 
Check of bookstores 
Desire for variety 
Personal. knowledge of the author 
Novelty 
Desire to save reader's money 
6 Publishers' ~-Teekl.Y conducted a survey of 
13 
10 
s 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
the types 
Tribune supple-of non-fiction being revie"t·red in the ..;;C..;;.h...;;i;..;c;..;.a.;.t;,g-.;o;;..._....;;..;;;..;.;..= 
ment, NeH York Herald Tribune supplement, Ne1rJ' York Times 
supplement, Time, Ne'tvSvleek, the Saturda"r RevievT, Ne"t:r Yorker, 
Atlantic, and Harper's during a one-month period. 
As a result, it vias founcl poElsi bl.e to evaluate the 
finQings, as follows: 
Category 
Biography 
Current Affairs 
History 
Art 
Cook Books 
No. of Titles 
P..evie·Hed 
56 
19 
12 
6 
2 
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CHAPTER XVIII 
STATUS OF BOOK REVIE\·1ING TODAY 
The very nature of this problem in itself defies 
generalization. Book reviewing faces a great many o":stacles. 
The greatest one, as has been said, is the lack of funds. 
Since, as Alan Dutscherl elo~uently points out, the book 
in America is a marginal product, publi:ohers cannot afford 
to advertise henvily, hence ne1·rspapers ca!1not afford to 
expend much money on paying for reviews. Under the circu..'Il-
stances, one is suxprised to find tha revie~nng is done 
so Hidel~r as it is. 
Recently, in Publishers 1 ~'1eekly,2 reviei~rers under-
took t·) air their grievances "!::i th regard to the treatment 
being meted out to them by publishers. Among such complaints 
r~ere outste.nding ones such as the follow·ing: 
1. Many reviei?ers cle.imed that publishing people think 
that the grea.t tide of books printed are all master-
pieces, as reflected in publicity releases. 
2. Publishers should send out copies earlier, so that the 
reYiew may coincide 'Ni th the bookstore appearance. 
3.Reviewers often are merely friends of prospective 
authors. 
4.l~any local books are good, but too many are merely 
attempts to 1 crash 1 the local market. 
5 .Book page editors cannot pay reviewers much, i·h ich is 
one reason 'tvhy there are many mediocre revie·Hs. 
6. Publishers' idea that 11 books are nevrs," is 1.rrong.Ve1";r 
fe't'<r books are. 
7. The problem is, \fue.t to do about giving space to books 
,,rhich, necessarily, vouJ..d have a vory limited 
number of readers~ 
S. Too many booke C'celuge the market in spring ancl fall. 
9. There are too many novels that are merelJr thinly 
disguised autobiographies. 
Those respondents Fho ans;.·rer the 11 stc.tus" cuestion 
on the questionnaire, save e. ~'.•ide variety of ans't·.rers. The 
1·rri ter of thus ntudy has made an attempt to correls.te these 
as fully as porsible, as follo11-rs: 
9ome respondents said flatly that "Book revieving is 
good, 11 or, as the case might be, "Book reviePing is bad. 11 
Interestingly cnou&1t, ten editors expressed the belief that 
revie~"ring is in a saC::. st.s.te in America, Nine others clc:-cim 
that it is in good condition. Other ansvrers fell soL1e'VJhere 
in bet~·een. From t~11s ~1:-ief evc.luatinn of the corref_ateu 
finl:'..ings, it ~;.,ras possible to see that the good and the 
bad are very close, hence there is reflected the aubi-
vr-.lent nature of l"'e'ffie,·ing today. li 
~ix specifically-commendec: revie"t·rs in the large 
neuspapl?rS, e.nd in the Saturday Reviei<v. :.li::: other respcn-
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dents stated that in their opinion revie1.ring is improving., 
~:Joth in number and in Cl.Uali ty of revie~.rs. Three &;c.\/( tLc 
l""easons for reviews: to aid thinking people in becoming 
acquainted "'·.:ri th ne,, ideas, and to bring experience to those 
Kho other-vise might miss it. 
Other speci:f'ic comments are given here: 
Comment No.of those T,rho 
eXiJress ed vie·Hs 
~~views are too biased 
Zme.ll papers need subsidization 
Publishers are too a:pe.thetic 
r.:ec"',iocre ( 11 just like the books revie1veCl 11 ) 
Reaclers clep 0nd too much on revi elvS 
3 
2 
,., 
c.. 
1 
1 
More review-ce.rrying media are needed 1 
:~ot enough art available to book pe,ges 
Vanity presses are flooding revie~erB 
excessively 
1 
1 
~ssponsible people should read more 1 
than they do They l:TOuld gain insights 
into baffling problems. 
Eeviev.rers are imposeU. upon by editors v:ho 1 
C::..o not kno"r hoirT to eU.i t revie"t-rs 
properly. 
()o 
CHAPTER XIX 
SUl1rvi.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Summary 
The 1~iter has tried to outline in this study e~me 
aspects of the nature and background of book reviewing as 
well as depict a composite picture of the book editor's role 
in the daily press of A~erica. Naturally, such a research 
brought up a gl"eat many questions that could be ans'tvered 
in such a study. In an analysis of the materials gathered 
it has been found possible to summarize these as follows: 
1. The limited amount of published material on the 
subject of book revievring, plus the limited response to a 
necessarily brief questionnaire, precludes any attempt to 
Qelve more deeply than has been done. 
2. A vi tal link bet1v-een the publisher and reader, book 
revie1·1ing is shoi!m to be often difficult, thankless anU. un-
remuners.tive although, at the same time, it is stimulating 
and rew-arding. 
3. It could not be ascertained to 1-:hat extent reviens 
really influence the sale of books, a big question in all 
the trade publishing houses. For instance, a book labelled 
"controversial" may sell more readily than one v·rhich re-
ceived "rave" notices. 
l~. To the question, iihat makes people buy booksf 't:rhile 
reviews do help, it was found that the problem is tied in 
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\•Ti th the Hhole area of motivational research, a field left 
pretty much alone by publishers. In general, a person may 
buy a book (a) because he is about to take a long train trip; 
(b) since it deals vnth an interest he possess; (c) due to 
the fact that he feels attached to the l<TOrks of a given 
author; {d) because a friend has recommended it highly; or 
( 8) since it is known as a best seller. It "t·,ras found,ho"t"lever, 
that many people read book reviews solely for the extension 
of their o~m knowledge, having not the least desire to 
buy the book thus revie~>red. 
B. Conclusions 
Insofar as the ,,rri ter "t-ras able to determine from the 
findings of this study, very little researCh has been done 
on the subject under discussion. Published materials are 
scanty, 1.vhile, as has been seen, reviewing 1is played pretty 
m~ch by ear.' Such a conclusion helped him to realize that 
he could rationalize clearly concerning others that presented, 
themselves, thus: 
1. The trade book business in America travels no easy 
road. It is beset by the t"Ttrin evils of high production costs 
and a small market, hardships which drastically limit the 
activities of book publishers. 
2. Advertising budgets, especially, feel keenly the 
lack of funds • 
3. Aside from certain markets, and papers such as the 
New York Times, most newspapers in the United States receive 
little or no book advertising. Since so little is received, 
therefore they cannot afford to engage a full-time book 
editor. Hence, a staff member may be called upon to perform 
such duties in addition to his other nevrspap er l'TOrk. 
~. The book editor, to judge by the nature of the 
replies to the questionnaire sent out by the writer, is 
usually a veteran nevrspaperman by/ in his early forties. He 
is almost certain to be a college graduate, and to have 
majored in English or Journalism. By the fact of his interest 
in books, he is inclined to be more scholarly than are 
many of his newspaper associates. 
5. The majority of these editors have contributed 
articles to magazines, and some have written books of their 
ovn. It is not surprising, to judge by the findings, to 
learn that some of our well-known authors emerged from the 
rank of reviewers, just as authors often review books. Thus, 
there is a basis for the belief that at least some book 
editors are 't·rri ters first and ne1-rspaper people second. 
6. '~'ihile some of the group are highly paid, others 
succeed only in making respectable livings. For instance, 
the annual incomes are distributed in t't,ro shar:ply defined 
groups: one, made up mainly of women, includes part-time 
"t-rork; the other, made up of full-time editors on large 
dailies, averages annual salaries ranging from $9,000 to 
$12,000 or higher. It is safe to assume that many of these 
:: 
higher paid people also derive some of their income from 
outside sources, such as r~yalties, sale of articles, or 
from private investments. Since the editors were asked merely 
to state the yearly income gleaned from the newspaper 
salaries received annually, the ~Titer feels that he cannot 
valtdly assign specific figures as indicating the amounts 
of annual s2~ary received. 
7. The business of revieN·ing is conducted in a somewhat 
haphazard fashion, caused partly by tpe fact that publishers 
are generous regarding publicity and free books, but not with 
their advertising dollars. 
S. According to many of the editors contacted, the 
publishers do not yet seem to be a1-tare of the potentialities 
vested in the groWing markets in the i'1est and the South. 
Nevertheless, most of the respondents felt that reading was 
on the increase in their area, a definite inddoation of 
grol-ring markets. 
9. Publishers justifiably look upon reviews as sales 
stimulants, but apparently have not yet realized that re-
vie1dng can be a literary form in itself. 1H tness the work 
of outstanding critics, such as Edmund \-Tilson, Frank 3·Hinner-
ton and Lion~l Trilling. 
10. If buyers were to be given a real depth interview, 
some very interesting results might occur. ''Then publishers 
have the opportunity, some time in the future, to quiz every 
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book buyer over a specified period of time, the results may 
be even more surprising and rewardimg. 
11. Despite its handicaps, book reviewing remains a 
labor of love for those who engage in it. There are a great 
many more applicants than there are jobs to be filled, yet 
it is the kind of work that people can do I on their own,' 
and there seems to be no valid reason why a patient, hard-
working, would-be reviewer cannot eventually achieve his 
goal. 
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APPENDIX A 
--' Copy of the Questionnaire 
'-
.- Bureau of Newspaper Research 
Division of Journalism, Boston University 
Room #512 - 84 Exeter St. 
Boston 16, Mass. 
Dear Book Review Editor: 
75 
As part of a continuing study of newspaper personnel, our 
Bureau of Newspaper Research is conducting a survey of book 
editors in the daily press. We would be very indebted to you for 
your time in providing us with your information. If you would 
like, we'll be glad to provide you with a resume of our findings 
at the completion of the study. 
Dr. David M. White 
Director, Bureau of Research 
Boston University 
(1) Name (Optional) ________________________ __ ( 2) Birthplace _____ _ 
( 3) Year of Birth --------- (4) Number of Years in Journalism 
in any capacity (5) As a book reviewer (6) How often do you 
write a column? ____________________ (?) Length? _____________ (s) How did 
you get into journalism? Choice? Desire to write? ___________ a 
journalism school? Via a publishing house? ___________ (g} List 
jobs you have held on a newspaper and age at time ________________________ ___ 
____________________ (10) Educational background: High School ____________ __ 
Name of college Number of years ____ _ 
Major graduate school (if any) ______________________________ __ 
field of study in graduate school. __________ (ll) At what age were you 
self supporting? ________ __ (12) Father's occupation? 
(13) Have you contributed articles to magazines? ____________ (l4) Have 
you written any books? __________________ ___ (15) Average annual income 
---(16) What magazines do you read regular~y? ________________________________ __ 
-------------------------------------------(17)How do you select books 
for review? ________________________________________________________________ _ 
{18) Books of what publishing houses seem to receive most attention? 
Most second most third 
most {19) What publishing house advertises the 
,-'~ 
.· '\ most? (20) In your area do you feel book reading 
• is on the increase? decrease? the same? 
{21) Are books reviewed on local radio or TV stations? __________ (22) Whom 
do you consider the three leading American authors over the past ten 
years? 
(23} Other duties on your newspaper besides book reviewing, ______________ __ 
syndicates are available in your area (if any)? __________________________ __ 
{25) Do you feel book advertising can be improved? __________ If so, how? 
(26) vVhat, in your opinion, is the status of book reviewing in the u.s. 
today?-----------------------------------------------------------------------
(27) Do you have any opinions on this subject not touched on earlier, or 
do you wish to expand upon any of the previous questions? ________________ _ 
-~""'-, 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
APPENDIX B 
List of Newspapers on Which 
Respondents Worked 
Alabama 
Mobile 
Press Register 
Montgomery 
Advertiser 
California 
Berkeley 
Gazette 
Hollywood 
Citizen-News 
Long Beach 
Independent Press-Telegram 
Los Angeles 
Examiner 
Los Angeles 
Herald Express 
Los Gatos 
Times-Observer 
Oakland 
Tribune 
Orange 
Daily News 
Riverside 
Daily Press 
Sacramento 
Bee 
San Francisco 
News 
*Sunday circulation figures 
CIRCULATION 
85,005* 
57,843 
15,534 
35,228 
40,008 
691,853* 
312,796 
2,531 
209,491* 
3,618 
20,824 
133,835 
107,716* 
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CIRCULATION 
Colorado 
Boulder 
Daily Camera 7,630 
Grand Junction 
Sentinel 13,491 
Florif!a, 
1'-iiami 
Daily News 106,917 
Pensacola 
News-Journal 42,000 
Georgia 
Savannah 
Morning News 75,002 
Illinois 
Chicago 
Sun-Times 556,985* 
Chicago 
Tribune 1,392,384* 
Freeport 
Journal-Standard 17,351 
Indiana 
Evansville 
Press 46,400 
Charles City 
Press 10,309 
Igw51 
Soux City 
63,973* Journal .. 
Wellington 
Daily News 
J.Cansas 
Wichita 
Beacon 
J.Quisiana 
Baton Rouge 
State-Times 
Marvland 
Annapolis 
Capitol-Gazette Press 
r-1a,ssachusetts 
New Bedford 
Standard-Times 
MJ,chigan 
Jackson 
Citizen-Patriot 
M;innesota. 
St. Paul 
Pioneer Press 
Mj,ssouri 
Columbia 
News 
St. Joseph 
News-Press 
80 
CIRCULATION 
3,751 
246,056 
56,132 
7,251 
60,188 
35,347* 
372,753* 
2,872 
50,213* 
St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch 
Nebraska 
Omaha 
World Herald 
New Jersey 
Newark 
News 
New York 
New York 
Herald Tribune 
North Carolina 
Raleigh 
News and Observer 
Winston-Salem 
Journal and Sentinel 
Qbio 
Akron 
Beacon Journal 
Cincinnati 
Enquirer 
Cleveland 
Plain Dealer 
Pennsylvania 
Wilkes Barre 
Times-Ledger 
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CIRCULATION 
261,246 
528,253 
129,607* 
119,025 
159,201* 
282,550* 
513,207* 
59,325 
Tennessee 
Kingsport 
News 
Nashville 
Tennessean 
Texas 
Austin 
American Statesman 
El Paso 
Herald-Post 
San Antonio 
Express 
Virginia 
Roanoke 
Times 
Utah 
Salt Lake City 
Tribune 
Washington 
Bremerton 
Sun 
Tacoma 
News Tribune 
West Virginia 
Charleston 
Gazette 
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CIRCULATION 
5,153 
191,340* 
49,731* 
49,949 
174,302* 
84,807 
92,432 
20,870 
79,453 
88,642 
Wisconsin 
Milwaukee 
Journal 
CIRCULATION 
471,833* 
APPENDIX C 
Colleges Which the Editors Attended 
Agnes Scott College 
Baker University 
Beloit College 
Biarritz American University 
Brenau College 
Brigham Young University 
University of California 
University of Chicago 
Columbia University 
Duke University 
Evansville College 
Florida State College 
University of Georgia 
Hampton-Sidney College 
Harvard University 
University of Illinois 
University of Kansas 
Katherine Gibbs College 
Louisiana State University 
r~rquette College 
m!iversity of Miami 
University of Michigan 
Michigan State University 
University of Missouri 
University of Nebraska 
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University of North Carolina 
Ohio State University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Pomona College 
Princeton University 
Roanoke College 
St. John's College 
St. Mary's College 
University of South Carolina 
Southern Methodist University 
Stanford University 
Sweet Briar College 
Syracuse University 
University of Texas 
University of Virginia 
Warrington Institute of Technology 
Washington and Lee College 
\rlestern College 
University of Wisconsin 
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